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SO..E ASPECTS OF TECHNICAL ASSIST^.CE ACTIVITIES 
OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

This note deals with certain organizational and administrative 

aspects of technical assistance which have come to the Inspectors' 

notice during their inspection visits to a number of countries in 

Africa and Asia in 1965 and this year. The inspections last year 

were undertaken by the late Inspector Mani and by Inspectors Ilic 

and Sokirkin. Those this year - by the latter two Inspectors and 

by Inspector Jha. 

2. In the course of their travels, the Inspectors were able to meet 

and exchange views with the local representatives of the Specialized 

Agencies and of UNDP and with many experts working in the countries 

visited, and to visit some of the projects in the field. They also 

had the opportunity to exchange views regarding United Nations 

development assistance activities with senior officials as well as 

members of government in these countries. 

3. The Inspectors found everywhere deep appreciation of the efforts 

of the UN family of organizations in assisting the governments in the 

field of technical assistance and pre-investment studies. All 

government officials whom they met spoke appreciatively of the good 

work done by the UNDP and agencies even if some made a few comments and 

suggestions. Agency representatives by and large are held in high 

regard in the countries in which they serve. The comments offered 

by the Inspectors below are not to be regarded in any way as 

detracting from their own appreciation of the UN system's valuable 

contribution to the developing countries. 

4. These comments are addressed to some of the difficulties which 

came to the Inspectors' notice, and which they have reason to believe 

are prevalent in varying degrees also in other geographical areas of 

UN assistance activities, in the hope that it might be possible to 

apply corrective action where necessary. 
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I. Slowness in the processing of special fund project requests 

5. Delays in the processing of government requests and in the 

commencement of the execution of projects have inevitably an adverse 

effect on the final definition of the purposes and scope of the 

projects and the orderly start of their execution. The delays 

often make it necessary for governments to review their initial 

requests and to make changes in, and additions to projects already 

approved, in the light of the countries' evolving development plans, 

In some cases the initial projects have even to undergo a complete 

revision. 

6. Although this problem of delays has long been a matter of concern 

both to governments and to UNDP and the agencies, and action is in 

some cases underway to speed up procedures, the Inspectors found that 

there is still often too long a time interval between the various 

stages of the processing of a project request: (i) between the 

formulation of the initial request by a government and its acceptance 

by UNDP; (ii) following its acceptance and verification, between the 

submission of the government's formal request and its approval by the 

Governing Council; and (iii) between this approval and the commence

ment of execution. Moreover, it would appear from certain recent 

agency documents on the subject (PAO) that despite the corrective 

action referred to above, these delays, far from diminishing, show 

a tendency to increase, 

7. Not wishing to overburden this note with an exhaustive list of 

cases, the Inspectors confine themselves to citing a few specific 

examples, each of which illustrates one or several of the three 

types of delays enumerated above : 

I 
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(a) Sihanoukville Municipal Drinking Water Project (Cambodia) 

An official request was received by UNDP headquarters on 

17 December 1968 and the formal request on 3 February 1969. UNDP 

experts gave a favourable report on the project not long after the 

official request was made. We understand in recent discussions 

with UNDP headquarters that it has been decided to include a 

special fund project in the January 1970 programme with "preliminary 

work on the emergency phase, namely, to meet the most immediate water 

supply needs by providing assistance in the design and construction 

of a diversion dyke on the Tuk Sap river and the various facilities 

to bring the water supply to the city to begin immediately". 

(b) Chapula Project (Zambia) 

Executing Agency; FAQ 

The request by the Zambian Government for a small scale 

irrigation development and training project was submitted to 

UNDP in 1965 and the project was approved in January 1967. It 

was only in January 1969, however, that the plan of operations 

was finally completed and that the project could get under way -

over three years after the original request was submitted. 

(c) National Industrial Vocational Training Centre (Kenya) 

Executing Agency: IIP 

A first request was presented by the Kenyan government at the 

suggestion of its ILO adviser some time in 1964. The formal request 

was submitted to the Special Fund in July 1965. The Council was 

prepared to examine it in January 1967,, but in the meanwhile the 

Kenyan government had revised its priorities, the original project 

being replaced by preliminary action and the project itself being 

approved only in June 1967. Although, presumably, all the required 

information was available at the time the Council was first prepared 

to examine the project, in January 1967, another year was to be 

spent drafting the plan of operations which was signed, finally, 

only in June 1968. 
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(d) Kano Plain Pilot Irrigation Research Station . (Kenya) 

Executing Agency: FAQ 

The Government's request was approved by the Governing Council 

in January 1967. The plan of operations, however, was not signed 

until August I968, i.e. eighteen months later, and even then, only 

after the main project (which had been the object of the Council's 

original study and approval) had been dropped (in favour of bilateral 

aid) and replaced by a minor one. 

All the cases mentioned above have been brought to the notice 

of the competent executing agencies and UNDP. 

8. The Inspectors presume that UNDP Headquarters have undertaken 

detailed case studies and analyses of the various built-in factors 

contributing to delays. If not, it is suggested that these might 

usefully be undertaken as a matter of priority. 

9. For their part, and without wishing to go into a minute 

examination of the delaying factors affecting the projects they 

investigated, the Inspectors found that, while some of them might 

be due to unforeseen circumstances (such as personality conflicts, 

changes of government, replacement of officials, etc.), others 

were due, on the one hand, to the initial inadequacy or even 

absence of information about the merits and technical soundness 

of a project in the light of the country's needs, priorities and 

resources; and, on the other hand, to the slowness and complexity 

of administrative and financial procedures. 

10. While recognizing that a certain time lag between a country 

request and the commencement of the project is inevitable, 
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they feel that every effort should be made to reduce it to the 

minimum. Both the urgency of the developing countries' needs and 

practical considerations, e.g. accuracy of cost estimates, economy 

in operation, to name only a few, make it necessary that 

the processes intervening between the time of submission of country 

requests and the commencement of operations be simplified, and some 

of these, if possible, telescoped. formally, the Inspectors do 

not think that the total interval between the date of a project 

request and - assuming that the project is accepted - the 

commencement of its execution should exceed eighteen months. 

Adherence to such a ceiling, which should be possible with improved 

procedures and management, will have a beneficial effect all round, 

including country programming by the UNDP on a fairly long-term 

basis and the development of national plans by governments. 

11. Among the measures requiring early attention, the following 

might be considered: 

(a) Compilation of a standard manual for project requests 

There appears to be no single manual for the preparation of 

governments' requests for technical assistance. As a result, 

governments' initial requests, even when compiled with the aid of 

experts on the staff of the prospective executing agencies, often 

do not contain all the particulars required for approval thereof 

and, later, for the preparation of the plan of operations, and, 

therefore, move back and forth between the government, executing 

agency/UNDP. 

Many governments still find it difficult to determine to 

which agency and how to direct their requests for assistance, and 

what particulars are required to substantiate the requests, even 

when these are compiled with the help of UN experts. We 
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understand that a few agencies have prepared manuals. Others 

are in the process of preparing ore, and -/a believe that this 

is the case with the UNDP also. We consider that it would be 

most useful to have a single manual for reference by the field 

staff; aril, in the event of a uniform manual for all agencies 

not being practicable, the single manual need be no more than 

p collection in a single compilation of the manuals of the 

UNDP and the agencies which are largely involved in technical 

assistance projects. This would be extremely useful and will, 

to some extent, contribute to eliminate avoidable delays. We 

also understand that, under the auspices of the ECPC, a handbook 

of criteria r.M procedures, indicating which agency should be 

approached by Government, with what kind of requests, is in the 

finr.l pre-publication stage. We hope this will be brought out 

soon. 

It .is suggested that UNDP and the agencies might wish to 

expedite the preparation and wide distribution of manuals or 

handbooks applicable to the main groups of project requests, 

which would provide all the basic information ar*d guidelines needed 

for their formulation by governments and their subsequent appraisal 

and their assessment by the Governing Council (or other executive 

bodiesK 

(b) Handling of urgent project requests 

Often, by the time UNDP have Lade up their mind about an 

urgent country request, which itself takes time, it is too late 

to submit the project for Governing Council approval at its 

coming session, and the submission has to be deferred until the 

next session, six months later. Thus, a period of one year or 

more may elapse between the submission of an urgent project 



requeso and its ey.i.v nation by the Council. Ii cases of such 

urgency as the above mentioned Sihanoukville (Cambodia) 

Drinking Water Supply project, the consequences of delay could be 

very harmful. The Inspectors have cited one particular instance, 

but there may he others. 

lb is suggested that in such cases of real urgency recourse be 

readily taken to the special powers given to the Administrator to 

sanction preliminary operations fror ^ut of che revolving fund, 

the amount of which is fixed each year by the Governing Council 

and stands at a substantial figure: and that the criterion of 

exceptional urgency in the financial rules be mainly applied in 

relation to the needs and wishes of the people and the government 

of the country concerned. Any investigations and appraisal prior 

to the exercise of these could be on a highly urgent basis. 
• ••!! • I • I II II III II • f " l i l i I I • • l l . l . l I I I • III •! •• • I l\ I * J I * I I I 

(c) Plan of operations 

The delay between approval by the Governing Council and the 

commencement of execution is due largely to the preparation of a 

complex and exhaustive plan of operations. This process is to 

some extent counter-productive, since by the time operations 

commence, some important facLors may have become out of date, 

while new factors will have arisen. Moreover, operations and 

work plans are not things that can remain static; they must needs 

be reviewed during execution in the light of changing conditions 

or acquired experience on a recommendation of the project manager 

(acting, of course, with the consent of the government concerned). 

It might, therefore, be expedient to have the plan of operations 

in two parts : the first part being a statement of legally-binding 
1 , 1 « " ^ • » — « • - _ _ ! " " - ' " • - ' " I I" I I • ! I HI I , , , * . . ! i t W I - . I I I ! • • • I M . I I 1 . I . » ^ • • • • • • I . M l I I M I I B P I P E M , | f | 

basic agreement between the government, the UNDP and the executing 

agency or agencies, together with a statement of objectives and a 

description of the project and its framework ; and the second 
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part constituting the detailed plan of execution. Signing of 

the first part should suffice to give the green light for the 
• - - • • • • • ' • — •• • • i' ' i . . . . . i- i . 

commencement of the project, without waiting for completion of 

the detailed plan of operations, whose preparation must, in any 

case, commence immediately after the approval of the project by 

the Governing Council. 

The Inspectors are glad to note that UNDP has recently been 

thinking along these lines and is planning some necessary changes. 

They have also noted that WHO has been following this procedure in 

some of its projects. They hope that, with the necessary 

adjustments, such a division of the plan of operations into two 

parts could be feasible in the case of many more agency projects. 

(d) Closer association of governments in project implementation 

The Inspectors found that, according to existing practices, 

once the request has been made, recipient governments have little 

further say in its processing. For example, the important final 

phpsc before work actually starts - the elaboration of the plan 

of operations - is carried out independently by the executing agency 

which may, if it sees fit, consult the recipient government on the 

technical details of the plan, but does not necessarily do so. 

Moreover, the draft olan of operations compiled by the executing 

agency must be agreed between that agency and UNDP before the agency 

begins negotiations with the government concerning the signature 

of the plan. Any amendments proposed by the recipient government 

during the negotiations for signature must again bo agreed upon 

with UNDP before the executing agency receives authorization to 

sign the plan of operations. All this naturally takes up a great 

deal of time. It is often, also, a frustrating experience. 

It is suggested that (i) some of these procedures could be 

telescoped: and that (ii) closer and more continuous consultation 

with the requesting government at the initial and subsequent stases 

of preparation of the draft plan of operations might be conducive 
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bot& J # _an ̂ c q n o ^ _qf_ ,ti'4S. .9.n(LlA .qreati.ng .jji ttig .SQ%srjqmgqt 

concerned _ t ^ ,sgi,s a ,qf jartici o\tion ;hi ch ,iü ,r acqgnized_a.s 

/-it^l,f.or_%e„suqcess_qf a.n%_oro.ject. 

(e) uxoert assistance in orqiect formulation 

It ib sometimes alleged end the Inspectors, too, have heard 

this said on several ocCi_lons that one oj the reasons why 

projects ta¿e so long to process and why governments are not 

able to be more closely involved in this processing is their 

shortage in trained administrative and technical personnel capable 

of participating in the formulation of projects and in the 

elaboration of plans of operations. In some cases the point may 

be valid, but the only answer to it need not necessarily be the 

assumption by the executing agency (or by UNDP) of exclusive 

responsibility for all stages of preparation of projects. Greater 

reliance than hitherto, in such cases, uûght be placed in suitable 

cases, for instance, on the man-power resources of the regional 

economic commissions, which have acquired a good deal of expertise 

and knowledge and have the caoacity to hel^ governments provide the 

economic facts .nd data recmireo for the formulation of satisfactory 

requests. Moreover, this kind of local arrangement is likely to 

lead to the saving of both time and loney. 

%^-S,,suggested that Uî if .ç^sidar t&e^qs^ibiJ¿ty_of 

ins,truct JLag, _i ts .Rqs ident R,ojpr es enta. Lives _to iqake ̂ %eat er_use. _&f 

"WIS .rj&iqn&l,_eGonq4Ác_co^^^ .shqrt-ter,q 

services_of ,expeits to hejj)^overnuients.^wh%ever^ec^s^^rj_and 

§üi"Wll^ J Or; ,y!a to .their. _Dr,gle.qt _rejitiests, _a.nd ̂h.at ,^^Rggj^ent 

Representatives be. proyided ^lth^h,e_j;ej^s^aj^^UAdj&J[o^_tb.Í8 

J2ür_20AQ. 
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11 . T&e_j2la.%ni&& of, A^qhnic^l^aslstarice jreauirqments. 

12. The Inspectors fully share the view, expressed both by 

government representatives and by spokesmen of the various organs 

of the United Nations, that although some improvements have been 

made in recent years, the process of integrating multilateral 

technical assistance projects within the real priorities of the 

various national development plans is not yet satisfactory and 

that the projects do not always reflect these priorities, or else 

are insufficiently co-ordinated with them. 

13. It is argued that, while technical assistance financed 

out of Special Fund resources can to some extent be anticipated 

and allowed for in national development plans, it is virtually 

impossible to anticipate or plan in advance technical assistance 

obtainable under the other programmes, because it consists of a 

multiplicity of snail projects of the most diverse character which, 

moreover, are financed from different sources and on different 

terms. At the same time, it is acknowledged that all technical 

assistance requirements not only can, but should be planned, such 

planning being based on long-term forecasts and being closely co

ordinated with the priorities of the national development plans. 

14. The whole question of the harmonization of UN programmes with 

nationalj regional and global priorities (these to be determined as 

a part of the planning for the Second Development Decade) raises, 

of course, important issues of principle and procedure which 

require searching study by both the governments and the various 

international bodies. The Inspectors understand that one such 

study is already underway In the UNDP Governing Council's Capacity 

Study Group. 
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III. Problems of countermart 

15. Nearly a"'! those with whom the Inspectors .et, whether 

representatives of governments o± of international organizations, 

recognize that the oifficultiec of the recipient countries in 

providing contributions in terns of funds, services or candidates 

for training are red, that they deserve sympathetic understanding 

and that unless ""he conditio 13 for tue acceptance of such contri

butions are made .aore liberal ana more flexible, the countries 

most in need of assistance are also lively to benefit least from 

such assistance. 

16. The Inspector's observations in the field confirm that 

counterpart requirements are sometimes beyona the actual capacity 

of the countries to ,wke such contributions. They also gathered 

that the regulations in this regard are too rigid. Among the 

difficulties mentioned to us were budgetary and financial problems 

and the non-availability of nan-power for provision of direct 

counterpart officers or technicians who would take over the 

functions of the UN experts after their departure. In some cases, 

evex. when they were available and became suitably trained, it was 

difficult to retain them. 

The problems arising in connection 'dth the above are not 

easy of solution, seeing that the problems and circumstances often 

differ from one country and one geographical area to the next. 

Flexibility of approach is therefore called for. 

Possible lines of approach in the case of counterpart 

financial contribution nay be to accept the contribution in forms 

which are easiest for the country and most in line with its specific 

possibilities; reduction or even making nominal the proportion of 

a country's contribution in a particular case; instalment payments 
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by governments of their contribution over a period of time, etc. 

As regards counterpart personnel contribution, which is often an 

intractable problem, it is obvious that a rigid adherence to the 

book will mean that the most deserving countries may be deprived 

of UN assistance altogether. ^^o_s.&ij3l^lij^j;f. .ajg^qaj^^e^e.j^ 

%Ï&À& ."tASrJ2r&vi.5i.Qn_t,ajL A^ .inte^al _2&ft ,qf ,%. ̂%oj.ejit̂ ,q̂  Arainl&g 

% ,the .las.ic fields, jrqlat&4.to_%e__3rqi ¿et ̂ , Th.e Ji§vqWJÏS Jl%4 

cW,4 ±% J4%4 An sdvanqe .f or ̂tr̂ ijiiĵ ûr̂ As,e.s* Ah.e_.ç̂ sA.q{_ŵ icji 

qoMA<lJ^ÍS^be^cha.r^edJ^,th.e^roJecj¿. Such a training sub-project 

(as an integral part of the main project) could provide increasingly 

for the input of trained country personnel into the project. The 

requirements of counterpart personnel contribution might also be 

deemed to be met if personnel from another developing country, of 

the recipient country's choice, were made temporarily available, 

to be replaced as soon as trained national personnel were available. 

The expert so temporarily provided could himself also be used for 

training indigenous personnel. 

In view of the varying circumstances of countries in which 

these problems arise, each case may have to be treated on its own 

merits. Further studies are necessary by all concerned to find 

solutions to these problems, opeaking generally, we feel that: 

a more liberal and more flexible approach in this matter is 

desij^mej,_th^J^.^roleçt t%aijiij^J&m^^ejoade^^ 

ne,cess^r%^_an integral. j)art of every jarojLect j¿here .the^lf^(%Lties 

%enl^ned_i_n. ̂ is_c^r^gr^^h_a.r^J¿kely_tq be _meĵ _̂ n.d.jbjie jlura.tiqn 

of .suck 1W^i]^#)uid_b_e Jiet^ MvJ^^J_8g&Hj^]l_toij^^atu^e_^nd 

thj^vailabilitz of .th.e_s t%ff .mJt&e .country-, in. _ques,tiqn. 

I \f. Long-term .ve%us_s,h.qft. Aej3Lcqntrqj3t s 

17. The existing practice of extending contracts from one short-

tern period to the next is upsetting both to governments and to the 

experts. Faced with the uncertainty of an expert's continuing 

stay in the country, a government may find it difficult to establish 
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a proper rajsport jith his counterpart colleagues (if any). 

Indeed, this uncertainty î  ,pt tc have adveioe psychological 

effects generally, thus affecting also tho efficiency of the 

project. 

Ihilst recognizing tn-I certain highly qualified personnel 

may not be available for long periods; that not all countries and 

not all projects require Long-tern exports; and that the practice 

of short-term contracts provides a "safety valve" in case the 

choice of expert turns out to be an unfortunate one, the 

Inspectors consider that especially m orojacts which - it is 

known in advance - will require continuity (such as economic 

planning]: or for which no countermart can oe provided in the 

foreseeable future, greater eaohasis should be placed on long-

torn contracts. 

V. Project iganâ er.a an^ thĵ r_o.r̂ li].em,s 

18. The Inspectors agree with the government representatives with 

whom they talked that by far the most important factor in the 

success of a project is the choice of a suitable project manager. 

19. Their attention was drawn to a number of projects, whose 

successful execution has been due, indeed, largely to the timely 

appointment, outstanding ability, untiring energy and devotion to 

duty of the project managers. They noted other cases, however, 

where a belated or unsuitable appointment led to delays in the 

execution of projects or nace it impossible to proceed with them 

at all. One such exa.p^e hjs been brought to the attention 

of F&0. 
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20. Project managers must possess not only high professional 

qualifications but also organizing and administrative skill and 

the ability to establish good working relations with the government 

and counterpart personnel (if any) of the country in which they 

are employed. They must also realize, however, that they are not 

only in a country "to do the job" ~ however successfully.* - but 

that one day they will be gone, that someone else will have to 

take over and that it is essential for them, in anticipation of 

that day, to train their successors. Moreover, some project 

managers from highly developed and affluent countries are apt to 

set their sights too high, making proposals which go far beyond 

the resources of a developing country. 

21. The Inspectors realize that it is not easy to find a combina

tion of all these indispensable qualities - professional skill, 

administrative and organizing ability, tact, modesty, realism, 

etc. - in one individual. On the other hand, past experience has 

shown that the absence of one or several of these qualities may 

seriously jeopardize a project even when in other respects the 

project manager gives satisfaction or is, perhaps, actually 

outstanding. 

22. In sone cases that came to the Inspectors' attention the 

project managers' difficulties were due to the fact that they had 

been appointed or had taken up their duties after the plans of 

operations had been completed. If they happened to have reservations 

about some aspects of these plans, only two courses were left open 

to them, (a) to go ahead, half-heartedly, with a plan of which they 

did not approve; or (b) to press for an alteration of the plan -

a time- and effort-consuming process. 

I 
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The Inspectors feel that it is imperative that project managers 

be recruited in gooa mme and tnat they be associated wi<_h all stages 

of the preparation and linalizaiion :C the pla. < f prorations. We 

understand that existing rules permit recruitment of project managers 

two months before approval of a project, if one Inter-Agency 

Consultative Board agrees. There is -, case for more liberal use of 

this rule and for considering ii t w months are suffxcient. 

23. According to existing procedures governments have little say 

in the selection of project managers (or experts for that matter). 

The only option open to them is to reject the appointee - a difficult 

and sometimes embarrassing decision to take. 

The Inspectors suggest that before formally nominating project 

managers (and experts) for governmental endorsement, executing 

agencies should in the course of their contacts with governments 
«i 1 in • 1 • I 1 - i . M • - . 1 . - . » • n • > • • • — m • m i, m i in» . - . , » • • • • 1 1 1 1 . u n m i 1 J-. » — . . j ,• in . i j M 11 i n I M I I T — M I I — r •rtmmmm 

seek to ascertain the letter's thinking on the suitability of the 
— • • Mm. 1 I I M — 1 1 1 • - •» «HI min »• m » , — " — r. .1 L..P i.i • •••—••^..-•.-••^....Ii» 1 .»-.•• ,1. I.WII.J.II 1 I 11 1 1 II — — I J f c — — — — — 

candidates for a particular project. 
1 1 ! • ! — — i n i i n n l i n n PI i i u i j i i i . . I —1 I I « I — . — ^ m 1 i n i j m » . i 

24. A number of difficulties experienced by United Nations project 

managers and experts in establishing effective and rapid communi

cations with the headouarters of the Specialized Agencies and the 

United nations have come to the notice of the Inspectors. It often 

takes a long time, for instance, to receive replies to their 

enquiries. is a result, they must either de^er a decision on 

purely technical or administrative questions for which they lack 

the authority to take independent action, or take such action at 

their own risk. 

25. While the Inspectors realize that the difficulties in 

communication with headquarters ncy be partly due to the great 

distances between the latter and individual developing countries 

and also, in a number of cases, to the absence of any regular 

communications whatsoever, some delay may possibly be attributable 

to lacunae in procedures within the-agencies. 
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On these specific grounds the Inspectors consider it advisable 

that project managers should have some flexibility of initiative and 

that the UNDP, in consultation with the executing agencies, should 

consider to what extent some authority in financial and administrative 

matters should be given to them, so as to facilitate their task and 

speed up the execution of projects. 

26. It is conceivable that the extent of such delegation of initiative 

may have to differ from one geographical area to the other, depending 

on local factors. 

VI. Other, problems 

27. The Inspectors came across certain other problems pertaining 

to UN development activities in the field, such as the lack of 

appropriate decentralization and devolution of authority - as 

distinguished from operations - from agency headquarters to the 

field, which often tend to hinder the efficiency and expeditious 

execution of projects. The historical growth of the UN has been 

such that a certain measure of inertia in this regard is under

standable. It also goes without saying that ultimate control of 

operations must be retained at headquarters. It is necessary to 

recognize, however, that the vast extension of United Nations 

activities and programmes all over the world in recent years imposes 

the need for appropriate distribution of authority between 

headquarters and the field, with concomitant decentralization of 

personnel and of financial responsibility. A study of the debates 

in the various legislative and executive bodies of the United Nations 

family of organizations shows that this need is now generally 

recognized. 

The Inspectors note with satisfaction that some of the agencies 

(such as I LP and FAQ) have clearly recognized this need for a greater 

delegation and devolution of authority. On the other hand, the 

Inspectors realize that this is a major problem which deserves 



argent study not onIT by ell the agencies but by the various 
M I m m i i I I " ¡ • i i i * i f i . . . . -- ' • " • — — — — — — . — . - — • . — — . 

inter-agency bodies and the AJC as well. 

28. In this paper, the Inspectors have endeavoured to identify 

and bring together a number of problems in the field of UN 

Technical Assistance and special Fund projects deserving urgent 

attention. They are fully aware that these are not new; they 

are continuing problems for which there are no easy and 

over-simplified solutions. The Inspectors do not presume to 

have found out anything which was not already known before, in 

one form or another; nor do they pretend to be able to find all 

answers to all the problems. Their main purpose was to identify 

problems and suggest solutions, where possible, leaving the 

problems identified to be taken up by the executive or legislative 

authorities, or by the Inspectors themselves in their subsequent 

studies. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES 
OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

This note deals with certain organizational and administrative 

aspects of technical assistance which have come to the Inspectors' 

notice during their inspection visits to a number of countries in 

Africa and Asia in 1968 and this year. The inspections last year 

were undertaken by the late Inspector Man! and by Inspectors Ilic 

and Sokirkin. Those this year - by the latter two Inspectors and 

by Inspector Jha. 

2. In the course of their travels, the Inspectors were able to meet 

and exchange views with the local representatives of the Specialized 

Agencies and of UNDP and with many experts working in the countries 

visited, and to visit some of the projects in the field. They also 

had the opportunity to exchange views regarding United Nations 

development assistance activities with senior officials as well as 

members of government in these countries. 

3. The Inspectors found everywhere deep appreciation of the efforts 

of the UN family of organizations in assisting the governments in the 

field of technical assistance and pre-investment studies. All 

government officials whom they met spoke appreciatively of the good 

work done by the UhDP and agencies even if some made a few comments and 

suggestions. Agency representatives by and large are held in high 

regard in the countries in which they serve. The comments offered 

by the Inspectors below are not to be regarded in any way as 

detracting from their own appreciation of the UN system's valuable 

contribution to the developing countries. 

4. These comments are addressed to some of the difficulties which 

came to the Inspectors' notice, and which they have reason to believe 

are prevalent in varying degrees also in other geographical areas of 

UN assistance activities, in the hope that it might be possible to 

apply corrective action where necessary. 
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I. Slowness in the processing of special fund project requests 

5. Delays in the processing of government requests and in the 

commencement of the execution of projects have inevitably an adverse 

effect on the final definition of the purposes and scope of the 

projects and the orderly start of their execution. The delays 

often make it necessary for governments to review their initial 

requests and to make changes in, and additions to projects already 

approved, in the light of the countries' evolving development plans. 

In some cases the initial projects have even to undergo a complete 

revision. 

6. Although this problem of delays has long been a matter of concern 

both to governments and to UNDP and the agencies, and action is in 

some cases underway to speed up procedures, the Inspectors found that 

there is still often too long a time interval between the various 

stages of the processing of a project request: (i) between the 

formulation of the initial request by a government and its acceptance 

by UNDP; (iî i following its acceptance and verification, between the 

submission of the government's formal request and its approval by the 

Governing Council; and (ill) between this approval end the commence

ment of execution. Loreover, it would appear from certain recent 

agency documents on the subject (FAOÏ that despite the corrective 

action referred to above, these delays, far from diminishing, show 

a tendency to increase. 

7. Dot wishing to overburden this note with an exhaustive list of 

cases, the Inspectors confine themselves to citing a few specific 

examples, each of which illustrates one or several of the three 

types of delays enumerated above : 
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(a) Sihanoukville Municipal Drinking Water Project (Cambodia) 

An official request was received by UNDP headquarters on 

17 December 1968 and the formal request on 3 February 1969. UNDP 

experts gave a favourable report on the project not long after the 

official request was made. We understand in recent discussions 

with UNDP headquarters that it has been decided to include a 

special fund project in the January 1970 programme with "preliminary 

work on the emergency phase, namely, to meet the most immediate water 

supply needs by providing assistance in the design and construction 

of a diversion dyke on the Tuk Sap river and the various facilities 

to bring the water supply to the city to begin immediately". 

(b) Chapula Project (Zambia) 

Executing Agency: FAQ 

The request by the Zambian Government for a small scale 

irrigation development and training project was submitted to 

UNDP in 1965 and the project was approved in January 1967. It 

was only in January 1969, however, that the plan of operations 

was finally completed and that the project could get under way -

over three years after the original request was submitted. 

(c) National Industrial Vocational Training Centre (Kenya) 

Executing Agency: ILP 

A first request was presented by the Kenyan government at the 

suggestion of its ILO adviser some time in 1964. The formal request 

was submitted to the Special Fund in July 1965. The Council was 

prepared to examine it in January 1967, but in the meanwhile the 

Kenyan government had revised its priorities, the original project 

being replaced by preliminary action and the project itself being 

approved only in June 1967. Although, presumably, all the required 

information was available at the time the Council was first prepared 

to examine the project, in January 1967, another year was to be 

spent drafting the plan of operations which was signed, finally, 

only in June 1968. 
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(d) Kano Plain Pilot Irrigation Research Station (Kenya) 

Executing Agency; FAQ 

The Government's request was approved by the Governing Council 

in January 1967. The plan of operations, however, was not signea 

until August 1968, i.e. eighteen months later, and even then, only 

after the main project (which had been the object of the Council's 

original study and approval) had been dropped (in favour of bilateral 

aid) and replaced by a minor one. 

All the cases mentioned above have been brought to the notice 

of the competent executing agencies and UNDP. 

8. The Inspectors presume that UNDP Headquarters have undertaken 

detailed case studies and analyses of the various built-in factors 

contributing to delays. If not, it is suggested that these might 

usefully be undertaken as a matter of priority. 

9. For their part, and without wishing to go into a minute 

examination of the delaying factors affecting the projects they 

investigated, the Inspectors found that, while some of them might 

be due to unforeseen circumstances (such as personality conflicts, 

changes of government, replacement of officials, etc.), others 

were due, on the one hand, to the initial inadequacy or even 

absence of information about the merits and technical soundness 

of a project in the light of the country's needs, priorities and 

resources; and, on the other hand, to the slowness and complexity 

of administrative and financial procedures. 

10. While recognizing that a certain time lag between a country 

request and the commencement of the project is inevitable, 
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they feel that every effort should be n^de to reduce it to the 

minimum. Both the urgency of the developing countries' needs and 

practical consideracions, e.g. accuracy of cost estimates, economy 

in operation, to name only a few, mske it necessary that 

the processes intervening between the time of submission of country 

requests and the commencement of operations be simplified, and some 

of these, if possible, telescoped. formally, the Inspectors do 

not think that the total interval between the date of a project 

request and - assuming that the project is accepted - the 

commencement of its execution should exceed eighteen months. 

Adherence to such a ceiling, whicn should be possible with improved 

procedures and management, will have a beneficial effect all round, 

including country programming by the UNDP on a fairly long-term 

basis and the development of national planr by governments. 

11. Among the measures requiring early attention, the following 

might be considered: 

(a) Compilation of r standard manual for project requests 

There appears to be no single manual for the preparation of 

governments' requests for technical assistance. As a result, 

governments' initial requests, even when compiled with the aid of 

experts on the ctjff of the prospective executing agencies, often 

do not contain all the particulars required for approval thereof 

and, later, for the preparation of the plan of operations, and, 

therefore, move back and forth between the government, executing 

agency/UNDP. 

hany governments still find it difficult to determine to 

which agency and how to direct their requests for assistance, and 

what particulars are required to substantiate the requests, even 

when these are compiled with the help of iSli experts. We 
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understand that a few agencies have prepared manuals. Others 

are in the process of preparing one, and we believe that this 

is the case with the UNDP also. We consider that it would be 

most useful to have a single manual for reference by the field 

staff; and, in the event of a uniform manual for all agencies 

not being practicable, the single manual need be no more than 

a collection in a single compilation of the manuals of the 

UNDP and the agencies which are largely involved in technical 

assistance projects. This would be extremely useful and will, 

to some extent, contribute to eliminate avoidable delays. We 

also understand that, under the auspices of the ECPC, a handbook 

of criteria and procedures, indicating which agency should be 

approached by Government, with what kind of requests, is in the 

final pre-publication stage. We hope this will be brought out 

soon. 

It is suggested that UNDP and the agencies might wish to 

expedite the preparation and wide distribution of manuals or 

handbooks applicable to the main groups of project requests, 

which would provide all the basic information and guidelines needed 

for their formulation by governments and their subsequent appraisal 

and their assessment by the Governing Council (or other executive 

bodies). 

(b) Handling of urgent project requests 

Often, by the time UNDP have made up their mind about an 

urgent country request, which itself takes time, it is too late 

to submit the project for Governing Council approval at its 

coming session, and the submission has to be deferred until the 

next session, six months later. Thus, a period of one year or 

more may elapse between the submission of an urgent project 
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request and its examination by the Council. In cases of such 

urgency as the above mentioned Sihanoukville (Cambodia) 

Drinking Water Supply project, the consequences of delay could be 

very harmful. The Inspectors have cited one particular instance, 

but there may be others. 

It is suggested that in such cases of real urgency recourse be 

readily taken to the special powers given to the Administrator to 

sanction preliminary operations from nut of the revolving fund. 

the amount of which is fixed each year by the Governing Council 

and stands at a substantial figure ; and that the criterion of 

exceptional urgency in the financial rules be mainly applied in 

relation to the needs and wishes of the people and the government 

of the country concerned. Any investigations and appraisal prior 

to the exercise of these could be on a highly urgent basis. 

(c) Plan of operations 

The delay between approval by the Governing Council and the 

commencement of execution is due largely to the preparation of a 

complex and exhaustive plan of operations. This process is to 

some extent counter-productive, since by the time operations 

commence, some important factors may have become out of date, 

while new factors will have arisen. Moreover, operations and 

work plans are not things that can remain static; they must needs 

be reviewed during execution in the light of changing conditions 

or acquired experience on a recommendation of the project manager 

(acting, of course, with the consent of the government concerned). 

It might, therefore, be expedient to have the plan of operations 

in two parts: the first part being a statement of legally-binding 

basic agreement between the government, the UNDP and the executing 

agency or agencies, together with a statement of objectives and a 

description of the project and its framework; and the second 
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part constituting the detailed plan of execution. Signing of 

the first part should suffice to give the green light for the 

commencement of the project, without waiting for completion of 

the detailed plan of operations, whose preparation must, in any 

case, commence immediately after the approval of the project by 

the Governing Council. 

The Inspectors are glad to note that UNDP has recently been 

thinking along these lines and is planning some necessary changes. 

They have also noted that WHO has been following this procedure in 

some of its projects. They hope that, with the necessary 

adjustments, such a division of the plan of operations into two 

parts could be feasible in the case of many more agency projects. 

(d) Closer association of governments in project implementation 

The Inspectors found that, according to existing practices, 

once the request has been made, recipient governments have little 

further say in its processing. For example, the important final 

phase before work actually starts - the elaboration of the plan 

of operations - is carried out independently by the executing agency 

which may, if it sees fit, consult the recipient government on the 

technical details of the plan, but does not necessarily do so. 

Moreover, the draft plan of operations compiled by the executing 

agency must be agreed between that agency and UNDP before the agency 

begins negotiations with the government concerning the signature 

of the plan. Any amendments proposed by the recipient government 

during the negotiations for signature must again bo agreed upon 

with UNDP before the executing agency receives authorization to 

sign the plan of operations. All this naturally takes up a great 

deal of time. It is often, also, a frustrating experience. 

It is suggested that (i) some of these procedures could be 

telescoped: and that (ii) closer and more continuous consultation 

with the requesting government at the initial and subsequent stages 

of preparation of the draft plan of operations might be conducive 
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b^ülJ&_ajL^oapj4y^f_Jb^ _goj[@ram.g&t 

concerned the _sen&e_qf_ j2^rticij)atiqn ^hiçh. ̂  .mgognMscLaa 

v i t a l .(oc_iha..%qq%ss_ .q t .Anz^ro iss t . 

( e) uXj2@rt_aas^3t%Q^S.,lñ JBF.qie.qt ^qr^LL^tion 

It is sometimes alleged -• and the Inspectors, too, have heard 

this said on several occasions • that one of the reasons why 

projects take so long to process and why governments are not 

able to be more closely involved in this processing is their 

shortage in trained administrative and technical personnel capable 

of participating in the formulation of projects and in the 

elaboration of plans of operations. In some cases the point may 

be valid, but the only answer to it need not necessarily be the 

assumption by the executing agency (or by UNDP) of exclusive 

responsibility for all stages of preparation of projects. Greater 

reliance than hitherto, in such cases, might be placed in suitable 

cases, for instance, on the man-power resources of the regional 

economic commissions, which have acquired a good deal of expertise 

and knowledge and have the capacity to help governments provide the 

economic facts and data required for the formulation of satisfactory 

requests. Moreover, this kind of local arrangement is likely to 

lead to the saving of both time and money. 

ItjLs_5US&Qste.d t%at .l%D^çons^^âiLjWie_20%gibU.itY P.S 

W t O i q t i j i & j i ^ W i d e n t A%a%Smt&tive.s. j¿q g ^ greater use of 

%B_ragW&]^sqnomic j : o ^ ^ .a^grt^^gra 

serviç_est.of,,exoe;rts , to help, ¿overniaents.,,^wh^neyexjaecessarjLMkÛ 

W¿Wzl&L_^rj¡)ul.a.t(LJ¿iejj: jaroJ,9çJl_reau^s_.%qd,j^hât ^e_AgaJáan.t 

&SÜB3amba&l%SS_bSJa%aÍ(W with the necessary funds for t h i s 

J2ür_p.qs_e. 
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11. Th.e.̂ l.a.rining, ,qf ,t%h^ica^_a^sj,sA%nce_remiirements 

12. The Inspectors fully share the view, expressed both by 

government representatives and by spokesmen of the various organs 

of the United Nations, that although some improvements have been 

made in recent years, the process of integrating --ultilateral 

technical assistance projects within the real priorities of the 

various national development plans is not yet satisfactory and 

that the projects do not always reflect these priorities, or else 

are insufficiently co-ordinated with them. 

13. It is argued that, while technical assistance financed 

out of ¿pedal Fund resources can to some extent be anticipated 

and allowed for in national development plans, it is virtually 

impossible to anticipate or plan in advance technical assistance 

obtainable under the other programmes, because it consists of a 

multiplicity of snail projects of the most diverse character which, 

moreover, are financed from different sources and on different 

terms. At the same time, it is acknowledged that alj technical 

assistance requirements not only can, but should be planned, such 

planning being based on long-term forecasts and being closely co

ordinated with the priorities of the national development plans. 

14.. The whole question of the harmonization of UN programmes with 

national, regional and global priorities (these to be determined as 

a part of the planning for the oecond Development Decade) raises, 

of course, important issues of principle and procedure which 

require searching study by both the governments and the various 

international bodies. The Inspectors understand that one such 

study is already underway in the UNDP Governing Council's Capacity 

Study Group. 
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III. Problems of counterpart 

15. Nearly all those with whom the Inspectors uiet, whether 

representatives of governments or of international organizations, 

recognize that the difficulties of the recipient countries in 

providing contributions in terms of funds, services or candidates 

for trailing ^re real; that they deserve sympathetic understanding 

and that unless the conditio is for the acceptance of such contri

butions ara made more liberal ana more flexible, the countries 

most in neea of assistance are also likely to benefit least from 

such assistance. 

16. The Inspector's observations in the field confirm that 

counterpart requirements are sometimes beyond the actual capacity 

of the countries to make such contributions. They also gathered 

that the regulations in this regard are too rigid. Among the 

difficulties mentioned to us were budgetary and financial problems 

and the non-availability of man-power for provision of direct 

counterpart officers or technicians who would take over the 

functions of the JN experts after their departure. In some cases, 

even when the} were available and became suitably trained, it was 

difficult to rutalr them. 

The problems arising in connection t̂ith the above mre not 

easy of solution, seeing that the problems and circumstances often 

differ from one country and one geographical area to the next. 

Flexibility of approach is therefore called for. 

Possible lines of approach in the case of counterpart 

financial contribution nay be to accent the contribution in forms 

which are easiest for the country and most ir line with its specific 

possibilities; reduction or even making nominal the proportion of 

a country's contribution in a particular case, instalment payments 
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by governments of the i r contribution over a period of time, e t c . 

¿is regards counterpart personnel contribution, which is often an 

in t ractable problem, i t i s obvious that a r igid adherence to the 

book wi l l mean that the most deserving countries may be deprived 

of UN assistance al together . 4 oqqsibld l jne of approach here mav 

be .in J6&JK%%W.q%& JUL An ÀntegraJ, .¿art ,qf „a. _proi§gt^qt . tr^iniag 

VI A^.l3SL&Í(L^ÍQM^^8]ats4^q_Üie__prQJec.t ^ _%h_e j^evo^y^ng Funql 

cW.4 j¡q_ us.%4 .44 .8d%%qe..%r. . t l^%^^Ufoos,e.Sj, A)ie_.cosA_q^xhAcji 

. q ( ^ t J j d t ^ . q § .chargea JL0_%ej2r^l&ct. duch a t ra ining sub-project 

(as an in tegral part of the main project) could provide increasingly 

for the input of trained country personnel into the project . The 

requirements of counterpart personnel contribution might also be 

deemed to be met i f personnel from another developing country, of 

the recipient country's choice, were made temporarily available-, 

to be replaced as soon as trained national personnel were avai lable . 

The expert so temporarily provided could himself also be used for 

t raining indigenous personnel. 

In view of the varying circumstances of countries in which 

these problems a r i s e , each case may have to be t reated on i t s own 

meri ts . Further studies are necessary by a l l concerned to find 

solutions to these problems. Speaking generally, we feel tha t : 

a more l i be ra l and more f lexible approach in th i s matter i s 

desirableL_th^.m%pr^Íqct trjg¿njjgv j tou&.beJ^M^J^M^fiJ 

ne ces s a m p a n J.ntegraJL. .part .qf_ever% pro jec t where t¿e_diff icul t ies 

qGDMPA%à̂ q. Jbi,^^Wa&r^áL.a.re HkelJUto. Jl&_4SJH.^_ülaJl%atiqn 
oí JUfih ,trajmin^shquld _be ̂ e t ^ ^ayjj^j^g^rA±oj¿h _ t o J j ^ ^ t ^ r ^ _ a M 

tke_^YaU,^llttZ JïC .th.e_B tsff _ül Jüi% _cqmtr% A% .9M%%Qn -

I \f. LpjQ&=t%m .v^ra%_sj%q]:t-tejaausmtil^ts 

17. The existing practice of extending contracts fro a one short-

term period to the next is upsetting both to governments and to the 

experts. Faced with the uncertainty of an expert's continuing 

stay in the country, a government may find it difficult to establish 
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a proper rajopqrt wich his counterpart colleagues (if any). 

Indeed, this uncertainty is apt to have adverse psychological 

effects generally, thus aCfecting also the efficiency of the 

project. 

Jhilst recognizing that certain highly qualified personnel 

may not be a/aliaLie for long _eriods; ttia+ no; all countries and 

not all ¡rojects r^ uire 1cng-oerm experts ; and that the practice 

of short-tarir eonti cts novices a 's-feiy ^alv-" in case the 

choice cf expo -t tans Ou1 to be an unfortunate one, the 

Inspectors consider .hat especia-l¿ in_orojocts which - it is 

known in,advance - j;il^.reoj^e__qqntin%t^J_sjich AS ,ecqn^ 

^a.hningjj,_^r.fqr wuick nqj3o^ter_^ait c^n 3e_^qvided_in,the 

foreseeable future, greater em chasis should be placed on long-

term ̂ contracts. 

V - F reject _gan.â er ,. ^ q ^ q t i JQrj.q îefis 

18. The Inspectors agree with the government representatives with 

whom they talked that by far the most important factor in the 

success of a project is the choice of a suitable project manager. 

19. Their attention w.s ara^n to a number of projects, whose 

successful execution has been due, inceed, largely to the tiziely 

appointment, outstanding ability, unti-ing energy and devotion to 

duty of the project managers. They noted other cases, however, 

where a belated or unsuitable appointment led to delays in the 

execution of projects or made it impossible to proceed with them 

at all. One cuch cxa<.̂ _i_u has been brought to the attention 

of FAO. 
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20. Project managers must possess not only high professional 

qualifications but also organizing and administrative skill and 

the ability to establish good working relations with the government 

and counterpart personnel (if any) of the country in which they 

are employed. They must also realize, however, that they are not 

only in a country "to do the job" - however successfully.' •• but 

that one day they will be gone, that someone else will have to 

take over and that it is essential for them, in anticipation of 

that day, to train their successors. Moreover, some project 

managers from highly developed and affluent countries are apt to 

set their sights too high, making proposals which go far beyond 

the resources of a developing country. 

21. The Inspectors realize that it is not easy to find a combina

tion of all these indispensable qualities - professional skill, 

administrative and organising ability, tact, modesty, realism, 

etc. - in one individual. On the other hand, past experience has 

shown that the absence of one or several of these qualities may 

seriously jeopardize a project even when in other respects the 

project manager gives satisfaction or is, perhaps, actually 

outstanding. 

22. In some cases that came to the Inspectors' attention the 

project managers' difficulties were due to the fact that they had 

been appointed or had taken up their duties after the plans of 

operations had been completed. If they happened to have reservations 

about some aspects of these plans, only two courses were left open 

to them: (a) to go ahead, half-heartedly, with a plan of which they 

did not approve; or (b) to press for an alteration of the plan -

a time- and effort-consuming process. 
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The Inspectais i-^l thfu it is imperative that project managers 

be recruited m good time a.m thao they oe associated wiih all stages 

of the preparatj. n and finallzation of the plan of operations. We 

understand that existing rules permit recruitment of project managers 

two months before approval of s. pi ojee t, if tue Inter-Agency 

Consultative Board agrees. There is a -ase for more liberal use of 

this rule and for considering if tw~> mon che are sufficient. 

23. Accore in existinf procesares gover.inents have little say 

in the selection of project managers ( ir e\perts for that matter). 

The only option open .3 them is to re.ieou the appointee - a difficult 

and sometimes embarrassing decision to take. 

The Inspectors su/gest that before formally nominating project 

managers (and experts') fer /overnmenual endorsement, executing 

agencies should in the course of their contacts with governments 
— * — ' — ' — — -.... - . _ . r _ . - — - . . - . . . i . mm 

seek to ascertain the latter'c thinking on the suitability of the 

candidates 2-^r a particular project. 

24. A number of diffictlties experienced by United Nations project 

managers and experts in establishing effective and rapid communi

cations with the headouarters of the Specialized irencios and the 

United nations rsvr com» re uh» notici of the Ins lectors. It often 

takes e long _ime, for instance, to receive replies 10 their 

enquiries. is a rest It, they . îust eiuher defer a decision on 

purely techrical or administrative questions for which they lack 

the authority te Lke independent ac.ion, or teke such action at 

their own risL. 

25. While the Inspectors realize that tne difficulties in 

communication with headquarters \f r be partly due to the great 

distances between .he let lei and i id1vidual developing countries 

and also, in -1 .umber of ceses, to the aosence of in; regular 

communications v\ atsoever eome delay r.ey jiossibly be attributable 

to lacunae in procedures within tae agencies. 

file:///perts
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On these specific grounds the Inspectors consider it advisable 

that project managers should have some flexibility of initiative and 

that the UNDP, in consultation with the executing agencies, should 

consider to what extent some authority in financial and administrative 

matters should be given to them, so as to facilitate their task and 

speed up the execution of projects. 

26. It is conceivable that the extent of such delegation of initiative 

may have to differ from one geographical area to the other, depending 

on local factors. 

VI. Other problems 

27. The Inspectors came across certain other problems pertaining 

to UK development activities in the field, such as the lack of 

appropriate decentralization and devolution of authority - as 

distinguished from operations - from agency headquarters to the 

field, which often tend to hinder the efficiency and expeditious 

execution of projects. The historical growth of the Uw has been 

such that a certain measure of inertia in this regard is under

standable. It also goes without saying that ultimate control of 

operations must be retained at headquarters. It is necessary to 

recognize, however, that the vast extension of United Nations 

activities and programmes all over the world in recent years imposes 

the need for appropriate distribution of authority between 

headquarters and the field, with concomitant decentralization of 

personnel and of financial responsibility. 4 study of the debates 

in the various legislative and executive bodies of the United Nations 

family of organizations shows that this need is now generally 

recognized. 

The Inspectors note with satisfaction that some of the agencies 

(such as ILP and FAQ) have clearly recognized this need for a greater 

delegation and devolution of authority. On the other hand, the 

Inspectors realize that this is a major problem which deserves 
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urgent study nit only by all the agencies-, but by the various 

inter-agency bodies and the .,JC as well. 

28. In thie paper, the Inspectors have endeavoured to identify 

and bring together a rumber of problems in the field of UN 

Technical ASSIEtance and special Punu projects deserving urgent 

attention. They ar<= i\illy aware that these are not new; they 

are continuing problem? for which theie are no easy and 

over-simplified solutions. The Inspectors do not presume to 

have found out anything which was not already known before, in 

one form or another; nor do they pretend to be able to find all 

answers to all the problems. Their main purpose was to identify 

problems and suggest solutions, where possible, leaving the 

problems identified to be taken up by ~ha executive or legislative 

authorities, or Î; the Inspectors themselves in their subsequent 

studies. 
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A N N E X 2 

OBSERVATIONS BY .TSE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF %SE,I.T.U. 

ON THE REPORT JIU/REP/69/5 

The report prepared by Mr. Ilic", Mr. Jha and. Mr. Sokirkin of the 
Joint Inspection Unit does not call for any special comment. The examples 
and observations, some of which are accompanied by proposals, appear pertinent 
and will doubtless enable the U.N,D,P, administration to consider the 
possibility of making more flexible or modernizing certain administrative 
and financial procedures which, through too rigid interpretation or applica-
tion, may be the cause of the excessively long time taken to prepare and 
execute Special Fund projects. 

I. It is particularly desirable that clear and precise instructions 
be drawn up to guide governments in the formulation of their requests for 
assistance, with the aid where necessary of the specialized agency. These 
instructions should be so framed as to ensure that, if they are followed, 
the preliminary study accompanying the request will contain all the basic 
information required for the subsequent preparation of the first part of 
the plan of operation as defined in the Inspectors' report. 

A comprehensive, concise, preliminary study enables the agency 
and the U.N.D.P. specialized services to examine the request within a 
reasonable period of time, to correct errors, if any, and to speed up the 
preparation of the first part of the plan of operation. The agency must 
have the necessary funds to carry out the preliminary investigation as 
efficiently as possible. 

There is no doubt that the economic and financial aspect of a 
Special Fund project must be studied in detail before the project is sub
mitted for approval to the U.N.D.P. Governing Council. The preliminary 
study accompanying the request musttherefore also be as precise as possible 
and in conformity with the rules specified by the U.N.D.P. services that 
have to consider it. 

But there is a dilemma inherent in the whole process of which 
the I.T.U. is acutely aware. On the one hand, the recipient country wants 
the benefit of the assistance envisaged at the right moment, before the 
situation has had time to evolve to such an extent that the content of the 
request and the justification given are no longer relevant. 

On the other hand, the executing agency and the services at 
U.N.D.P. headquarters are anxious to make a searching.study of the project, 
to analyze the substance and its chances of "recelvability" by the 
country, without undue difficulty, and then to establish a suitable plan of 



work. All of these processes, however, tend to take some time. We consider 
that, if applied flexibly, the present procedures will provide an appropriate 
way out of the dilemma, but the U.N.D.P. and the agency must have such 
organizational and administrative arrangements that the interval between sub
mission of a request and the day when work is begun in the field - on the 
basis of the plars adopted - is cut to a minimum. The capacity study might 
lead to recommendations to this eno. 

The I.T.U. clso wholeheartedly shares the view that a Special Fund 
project has much grenter chance of success if the plan of operation is 
developed in close cooperation among the authority directly concerned in 
the recipient country, the project manager and the executing agency. This 
demands the early recruitment of the project manager who will take part in 
this work and, for some projects, the recruitment of one or more members of 
the staff assigned to the project. 

II. Government contributions (counterpart) 

Every project must, be considered on its own merits — its nature, 
its importance, the region concerned, financial resources of the recipient 
country, etc. It is thus very difficult to apply very rigid rules and it is 
advisable that the existing regulations be made more flexible. 

On the other hend, there is the danger that, if certain basic 
principles are not maintained in determining the amount of the counterpart 
contribution (taking GDP, for example, into account), some governments may 
be tempted to request that their contribution be either too small or 
non-existent. 

III. Project manager 

The choice of project manager is a determining factor for the 
success of the project. It in therefore essential to take every possible 
precaution at the time of recruitment to ensure that the project manager is 
fully qualified and to have nc reluctance about replacing him in mid-stream 
if he is not entirely satisfactory, 

The project manager muüt be associated with all stages of the 
preparation and finalization of the plan of operation; in some cases he 
should even be responsible Tor i_c 

He should thoiefore be recruited as aoon as the agreement in 
principle has been given by the U N D,P without waiting for final approval 
of the request by the U.N.D.P Governing Council. 

It ic desirably, moreover, tha: the project manager be allowed 
to exercize a certain amount of discretion in technical, administrative and 
financial matters within the framework of the broad directives given by the 
agency and the U.N.D.P. A high degree of centralization is often very 
harmful; it is always possible to make a check subsequently. 
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IV. Establishment of the technical assistance plan 

The I.T.U. agrees with the Inspectors and others that the various 
forms of technical assistance furnished to the new or developing countries 
have now reached such proportions that they should be planned and coordinated 
at national and regional level rather than bo dealt with by sector. Our 
feeling is that the U.N.D.P. resident representatives and the United Nations 
Regional Economic Commissions, working in consultation and cooperation with 
the regional experts of the executing agencies, have a part to play that 
cannot be overestimated. We are inclined to favour the idea that the offices 
of the resident representatives should in some way be equipped to give their 
support to and act in close liaison with the national planning authorities. 

The points mentioned above relate primarily to projects in the 
Technical Assistance sector, but they also apply to a large extent to projects 
in the Special Fund sector. 

V. Urgent projects 

The I.T.U. would welcome maximum exploitation of the advantages to 
be derived from the decisions recently adopted on the size and management of 
reimbursable advance funds for financing urgent projects. 

It should be pointed out here that the I.T.U., mainly from the 
resources in its own budget, has set up a group of engineers who are 
specialists in different branches of telecommunications. Among other tasks, 
these engineers assist countri2S in defining and solving the problems that 
fall within their specialities. They can also be called upon to help 
countries in formulating their basic requirements for assistance in 
telecommunications. 




